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Interruptible Decentralized Automated Management of BIOS Passwords at Scale
ABSTRACT
Access to the hardware settings as well as boot sequence and settings related to certain
hardware/software functionality of a computer is protected by an access password for the Basic
Input/Output Services (BIOS). While a simple and memorable password can help mitigate the
risk of password loss, it provides weaker security, especially if the password is reused across
multiple machines of a large fleet. This disclosure describes techniques for automated,
decentralized management of machine-specific BIOS password using a centrally managed policy
file that each machine fetches to determine if the current BIOS password is to be rekeyed. If a
BIOS password change is required, the BIOS password for the machine is generated and stored
locally, and then stored in a central repository. The password change operation on each machine
is organized into sub-processes arranged in a strict sequence such that any sub-process can begin
only after the previous one and cannot be executed again until the entire chain has finished. A
syncer function is executed at the end of each sub-process to update the execution state on the
local disk prior to initiation of the next sub-process. The decentralized operation is interruptible
at any stage and provides operational flexibility and scale without the risk for password loss.
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BACKGROUND
Access to the hardware settings as well as boot sequence and settings related to certain
hardware/software functionality of a computer is typically protected by setting an access
password for the Basic Input/Output Services (BIOS) used to control the firmware. Loss of the
BIOS password is costly since in most cases the only remedy is to send the machine to the
manufacturer to either reflash the BIOS or to replace the motherboard. Also, BIOS passwords are
unique compared to other passwords (e.g., user passwords managed by the operating system)
since there is only one password and only one account for each machine. Unlike user account
passwords, which can be reset via administrator accounts in case of a lost password, updating
BIOS passwords requires extra care.
Although it is not mandatory to set a BIOS password, not having a password for the
BIOS poses a potential security risk. While a simple and memorable password can help mitigate
the risk of password loss, it provides weaker security, especially if the password is reused across
multiple machines of a large fleet, such as in a server farm, data center, etc.
Randomly generated BIOS passwords unique to each machine in a fleet can avoid the
security risks of reusing BIOS passwords for multiple machines or not setting a BIOS password
at all. However, a human does not typically access such machine generated unique passwords
unless necessary, thus creating a possibility of password loss. For instance, if the machine were
to lose power during the execution of the process for changing the randomly generated unique
BIOS password, the newly set password might not be saved and thus be unrecoverable.
Similarly, password loss can occur in situations in which the process for changing the BIOS
password does not resume after an external interruption, such as machine reimaging, software
change, etc.
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Effectively managing randomly generated unique secure BIOS passwords for a large
collection of machines without losing the passwords requires a systematic approach for BIOS
password management. Typical solutions for managing BIOS passwords employ a centralized
approach in which a server is used to generate the random unique password that is then
communicated to the machine for which it is designated. Having a central server generate, store,
and manage the BIOS passwords in this way can eliminate the risk of password loss. However,
the centralized approach can be inflexible and difficult to scale as the number of machines that
require BIOS password management grows since the central server needs to carry the bulk of the
workload for correct execution. Also, any machines that cannot be reached by the central server
due to network problems, different working hours, or other reasons remain unmanaged.
Moreover, when running a password change process on a machine for the first time, the
current BIOS password must first be discovered. Such a password may be one previously set by
the central server, one on disk, a default password set at the factory or by a technician at install
time, or none at all. Further, the process and parameters involved in effecting a password change
for the BIOS can vary across machines. For example, some machines require knowing the
current password; some machines do not provide a way to know whether a BIOS password is
currently set; some machines prohibit setting or changing a BIOS password unless one is already
set; some machines limit the number of password entry attempts required to guess the current
password from a list of possible passwords, thus requiring rate limiting for password guesses to
avoid impacting the user upon boot; some machines require a reboot for the new password to be
effective, leaving the old password in place for BIOS operation until the machine was rebooted;
etc. A robust and effective approach for managing BIOS passwords must be sufficiently flexible
to handle such variations in machine configurations pertaining to their BIOS password settings.
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A centralized approach requires a lot of these complexities relevant to different machines to be
managed by the central server and thereby limits scale.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques for automated management of BIOS passwords in a
manner that decentralizes the process but provides control via a text-based central policy file
hosted on any server. Each machine fetches the central policy file to determine if the current
BIOS password is to be rekeyed. If the policy requires a password change for a machine, the
BIOS password for a machine is first generated on that machine itself, stored locally on disk, and
then stored in a central repository. The password generation, change, and storage are performed
such that the risk of losing the password or leaving a machine in an unknown state is mitigated.
The techniques can be implemented in a BIOS manager tool (biosmgr) that is suitable for use in
any context where a large number of machines are managed centrally, e.g., a server farm, a data
center, etc.
The robustness of the techniques is derived from the automated management of BIOS
changes being designed to be repeatedly interruptible at any stage without resulting in adverse
consequences. To that end, the password change operation is organized into smaller sized subprocesses that are arranged in a strict sequence such that any sub-process can begin only after the
previous one has exited its execution. Prior to exiting the execution, a sub-process can be
repeated any number of times. Once a sub-process has finished and ceded control of execution, it
cannot be executed again until the entire password management sub-process chain has finished
executing and the password change operation is initiated again from the beginning.
The overall progress of execution of the sub-process chain within the password change
operation is monitored and controlled via execution status monitoring variables. Specifically, a
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syncer function ensures that the status of the execution of the sub-processes within the password
change operation is in sync with that on the local disk of the machine. A syncer function is called
as the last operation before a sub-process ends execution. The syncer function updates the
execution state on the local disk prior to permitting the sub-process to exit execution and begin
the next sub-process in the chain.

Fig. 1: Managing automated change of BIOS passwords in a decentralized manner
Fig. 1 shows an example of operational implementation of the techniques described in
this disclosure. A password change for the BIOS (104) of a machine (102) is initiated. The
password change operation (106) is performed locally on the machine and includes multiple
sequential sub-processes (108), each of which can be executed one or more times before
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terminating and proceeding to the next sub-process. Each sub-process essentially represents one
smallest unit of indivisible work that is to be performed as part of the password change
operation.
For example, the sequential sub-processes can include:
1. generating new password and storing it locally on disk;
2. storing new password remotely for backup;
3. changing the BIOS password; and
4. verifying the password change which can include waiting for machine reboot if the
password is only effective after reboot on a particular machine.
A syncer function is called as the last operation before each sub-process ends execution
to update the execution state on the local disk prior to permitting the sub-process to exit
execution and begin the next sub-process in the chain. This ensures that the status information on
the local disk (110) of the machine is up to date prior to execution of the next sub-process. When
the entire sub-process chain finishes execution, the BIOS password is changed and is verified to
have been changed. The rekeyed BIOS password is stored to a central repository (112) of BIOS
passwords for a fleet of machines.
Breaking down the password change operation into the sub-processes provides several
benefits. If a single process were used instead of the sub-processes, any execution errors in a
particular stage of the process (e.g., a bug or other error) causes wasteful execution of earlier
stages. For example, if the stage of changing the BIOS password fails, generating and storing the
password locally and remotely would be repeated till the problematic stage is successfully
executed. In contrast, by executing each sub-process as an atomic unit, such wasteful execution
is avoided. Also, if the changing of BIOS password fails when executed as part of a single
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process, the central server (where BIOS passwords are backed up) can end up with a large
number of invalid passwords (from every machine that encountered this problem). A technician
that attempts to access the BIOS in this case may need to try a large number of passwords that
are wrong, which is wasteful. In contrast, sub-processes also enable a central server to track the
execution stage for each machine in a fleet, since they provide a granular view of execution, and
avoid repetitive failed execution of the same operation.
The techniques can optionally include a process to discover currently set BIOS
passwords. The password discovery process can be designed similarly to the password change
process to allow it to be interruptible (any number of times) without causing adverse effects. The
process is resilient even when there are constant or repeated interruptions during a BIOS
password change.
Since most BIOS lack a specific operation for checking the validity of a password, the
password discovery operation typically requires making non-consequential changes to the BIOS
(e.g., via a dialog or using an API provided by the BIOS manufacturer) to attempt each password
guess that is to be checked. Therefore, the password discovery process can be designed to
account for the password lockout policy of a machine when attempting to check multiple
passwords in succession to discover the correct one.
Implementing the techniques to manage passwords for a large collection of machines as
in a data center can account for additional operational aspects, such as password change
frequency. For instance, the policy for rekeying passwords can specify that BIOS passwords be
changed at least once every six months. Further, password changes can be required based on
relevant situational criteria. For instance, discovery of a security breach can necessitate changing
passwords that were set prior to the date of the compromise. In such cases, the techniques can be
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implemented such that password changes can be performed separately on one or more machines,
without forcing a password change on the entire fleet of machines at the same time. The
decentralized approach as described herein allows large scale changes to be fairly lightweight in
comparison to a centralized approach.
The techniques described in this disclosure involve the bulk of the password change
operation (password generation and monitoring sub-process execution state) to be performed
locally by the individual machines. Such a decentralized approach distributes the work across the
fleet of machines being managed, resulting in minimal processing and storage requirements for
the server that manages the central password repository. As a result, the configuration can
facilitate operational flexibility and can be scaled up effectively to manage a larger number of
machines compared to a more centralized approach. The increase in flexibility and scale without
creating the risk for password loss can result in substantial resource savings and raise operational
efficiency and security.
The techniques described in this disclosure can be implemented and deployed in any
suitable manner, such as an independent tool and/or software library and/or an application
programming interface (API) built specifically for the purposes of managing automated BIOS
password changes for a collection of machines. Further, the described techniques can be used in
the development of relevant standards for processes connected to BIOS passwords.
Alternatively, or in addition, the techniques can be incorporated within a larger application that
provides BIOS related functionalities. The techniques can be used by any organization that
requires management of BIOS passwords for a large number of machines.
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CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques for automated, decentralized management of
machine-specific BIOS password using a centrally managed policy file that each machine fetches
to determine if the current BIOS password is to be rekeyed. If a BIOS password change is
required, the BIOS password for the machine is generated and stored locally, and then stored in a
central repository. The password change operation on each machine is organized into subprocesses arranged in a strict sequence such that any sub-process can begin only after the
previous one and cannot be executed again until the entire chain has finished. A syncer function
is executed at the end of each sub-process to update the execution state on the local disk prior to
initiation of the next sub-process. The decentralized operation is interruptible at any stage and
provides operational flexibility and scale without the risk for password loss.
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